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Finally! If Your Wordpress Install Supports Multiple Users, Surprise Them And Get a Lot of Buzz By

Presenting Them With an Impressive and Professionally Designed WP Login Page. "Glamor" 'em With 20

Custom Designed Wordpress Login Pages, With MRR That You Can Resell Ripping 100 Profits In Less

Than 2Mins! The One Most Overlooked Niche Within The Wordpress Market That's Definitely Worth Your

Attention! Dear Wordpress Users, Wordpress is HOT and more and more designers and marketers are

providing their offline clients or building membership websites with Wordpress, but with more on the rise...

...Have you ever looked into one of the most crucial aspect that will make your service look unique and

completely different from the rest? I've had my share of clients or their blog authors saying..."oh no, not

another wordpress blog", which drove me to creating this cool WP Plugin, that can easily insert that

'WOW' factor when they login! This is where you can put yourself aside from the rest and differentiate

how a free and a premium wordpress installation should look like... Imagine the look on their faces when

you present them their completed wordpress blogs. Changes Your Wordpress Login Pages In Less Than

5 Minutes! This super simple to use wordpress plugin enables anyone to change their generic wordpress
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login pages to look like it's built on an expensive professional CMS solution....even if you're just trying out

Wordpress for the first time! Loaded with 20 Luscious and Irresistable Wordpress Login Page Designs.

Added MRR Bonuses! This MRR plugin was designed to be a no-brainer for MRR resellers and I've even

included the sales files to the professionally designed:  Professional designed 3d Box Cover  Sales Letter 

Download Page You can literally start selling this plugin and make a lot of profit or give away this plugin

and create a viral spiral to build your list! A Quick Recap Of What You Will Gain With This Awesome WP

Login Page Plugin...  Professionally designed eye catching, attention grabbing 3d cover box design  A

matching professionally designed sales letter minisite in english and german  For the delivery to your

customers a download page in english and german  Sales images and a Master Resale Rights License

We are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this product. Therefore

we do not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be performed! Please

visit our Tradebit Digital Store im-produkte-de.tradebit.de
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